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What Part of "No ·Law” Don't
You Understand?
A primer on the First Amendment and the Internet by

constitutional scholar and attorney William
Bennett Turner.

I t s hard to imagine that our antique First Amendment, written in 1789, is up to the
task of dealing with 21st-century digital communication. James Madison would have
had a hard time getting his mind around instant worldwide electronic communication.
The Supreme Court has said, ominously, that "differences in the characteristics of new
media justify differences in the First Amendment standards applied to them." In light
of this, some thoughtful observers of new technology have proposed constitutional
amendments to ensure that government does not censor, manage, or

We don't need a new First Amendment for digital communication. All we need is
adherence to the bedrock principles of First Amendment interpretation that have
grown up with us over the last two centuries.

restrict electronic communications.

The truth, however, is that we don't need a new First Amendment for digital
communication. All we need is adherence to the bedrock principles of First Amendment
interpretation that have grown up with us over the first two centuries of the republic.
Madison's 18th-century framework is flexible enough to protect our freedoms in any
century.

Reality check: free speech is not absolute The First Amendment speaks in seemingly
absolute terms: Congress shall make no law ... abridging the freedom of speech or of the
press." This has never meant, however, that people can say whatever they want wherever
they want. Freedom of speech does not mean speech totally uninhibited by any legal
restraint. It has always been true that some forms of speech can be outlawed or penalized
- and many have been. Common examples include fraudulent advertising, child
pornography, obscenity, fighting
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words," help-wanted ads that discriminate on the basis of race, words used in a criminal
transaction "I'll kill your husband for US$10,000"), unkept promises, unlicensed
broadcasts, libel, speech that infringes a copyright, and unauthorized disclosure of data
used to make atomic weapons.

Correctly interpreted, the First Amendment does not prohibit all restrictions on
speech. It doesn't prohibit private restrictions at all. Our constitution is a series of
constraints on government, not on individuals or even powerful corporations. It is not a
violation of the First Amendment for the Microsoft Network, if it so desired, to forbid
postings that criticize Bill Gates. Microsoft is not the government, at least not yet.
Similarly, CompuServe's censorship of sex newsgroups may offend freedom lovers but
does not violate the First Amendment.

The amendment prohibits government restrictions on "the freedom of speech," not on
all speech, and it's a mistake to argue that no speech can be restricted. In every case, the



question is whether the particular "speech" is within the "freedom comprehended by the
amendment.

No fine print The First Amendment means what the courts say it means. Since the
amendment's words themselves don't tell us what falls within its "freedom," it is up to
the courts, faced with the necessity of deciding particular cases, to spell out the rules for
deciding exactly what speech is free, in the sense that it cannot legally be prohibited or
penalized. While the courts sometimes go astray, it remains true that Americans have
freer speech than any other people because our freedoms have been forthrightly defined
and enforced by the courts.

In every case in which government tries to restrict speech, some high-minded - or at
least plausible reason is offered. When the Nixon Administration tried to suppress
publication of the Pentagon Papers, it was argued that their publication would
undermine national security. When Congress acted to prohibit phone sex, it said that
such action was necessary to protect children from exposure to indecent material.
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When state governments forbid publication of the names of rape victims, they
say it is necessary to protect privacy and encourage the reporting of sex crimes.
And so on. In each new case, a court has to decide whether the government's
justification prevails over the interest in free speech.

Fundamental free speech principles In deciding free speech cases, the courts have
elaborated some bedrock principles that inform First Amendment
decisionmaking. What the First Amendment "freedom" means, in fact, is
basically this set of principles. We should remind ourselves of them and ask
whether they need adjustment for the 21st century. Here are some of them:

· Government may not restrict or penalize speech because of its content or its
viewpoint. It must remain neutral in the marketplace of ideas.

·There is no such thing as a "false idea." This principle rests on the belief that
bad ideas will be driven out not by censorship but by good ideas, that the
remedy for offensive speech is not suppression, but more speech.

· Restrictions on speech must not be vague or uncertain but sufficiently precise
so that everyone understands exactly what is unlawful. No overly broad
meat-axe regulation is allowed - any restriction must be a sensitive tool that cuts
no more than is

· Penalties (like damages in libel suits) may not be imposed for innocent
mistakes that happen to defame someone.

· Advocacy - including advocacy of the overthrow of the government - cannot be
outlawed, so long as it does not amount to inciting people to imminent lawless
action. Speech short of incitement cannot be banned because of the anticipated
adverse reaction of the audience.

·Punishment for "seditious libel" - scathing criticism of government - is not
tolerated under the First Amendment.

· No one can own or control facts or ideas (though a person can copyright the
unique way he or she expresses those facts or ideas).

These are all great protections that allow us to call ourselves free people. And
these principles apply regardless of the means of communication: via big
newspapers, small magazines, telephones, television, radio, or the street-corner



orator. There is no reason to fear that these principles will not apply with full
force to all forms of digital communication.

On the other hand, one must recognize that some of these principles - like the
First Amendment itself - are not absolute. There can be exceptions. For
example, government can restrict certain speech because of its content, if it
proves that there's a "compelling" government interest (like protecting national
security or shielding children from sexual exploita
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tion) and there's no less onerous means of protecting the government interest.
Even a "prior restraint" on certain speech may be warranted if the government
proves, say, that disclosure of the locations of strategic missiles in wartime
would sabotage the war effort or endanger troops.

The question, then, is whether anything about the nature of digital
communication would justify exceptions to the basic principles of our
longstanding First Amendment freedom.
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New media, new rules? The Supreme Court spoke too loosely when it said that
differences in new media justify different First Amendment standards. The
notion first surfaced in a 1949 case (Kovacs v. Cooper) involving restrictions on
the use of sound trucks in congested cities. The court not surprisingly ruled that
cities could keep the "new medium" from disrupting sleep and drowning out all
conversation by blaring slogans at all hours and decibel levels. Such a regulation
is a reasonable "time, place, and manner" restriction that does not forbid any
speech based on its content. Government can more easily justify regulating the
way the message is delivered rather than the message itself

Unfortunately, the Supreme Court retrieved the thought about new media
years later, reformulated it, and unthinkingly applied it to a case in which the
issue was government regulation of content. In 1969, the court handed down Red
Lion, the most important decision ever on broadcasting.

The Court upheld the FCC's "Fairness Doctrine," which required licensed
broadcasters to cover important public issues and to give voice to contrasting
views on the issues. In other words, broadcasters were required to air
information they would otherwise have chosen not to air, including views with
which they vehemently disagreed. For example, a broadcaster strongly in favor
of constructing a nuclear power plant would have to air the anti-nuke point of
view as well as his or her own.

The Court's rationale in Red Lion was that the airwaves were a public resource,
and those licensed to monopolize one of the scarce frequencies could be
required to use this government-bestowed benefit in the public interest. Scarcity
of frequencies justified both government allocation of frequencies and regulation
of content. The court said that requiring broadcasters to air diverse views
enhanced rather than hobbled our First Amendment marketplace of ideas.

Just five years later, people concerned about the increasing concentration of
media power in large corporations own-
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ing newspapers tried to get a similar concept applied to the world of print. They
asked the Supreme Court to uphold a Florida law giving political candidates a
"right of reply" to newspaper attacks against them during campaigns. The law
was a lot like the FCC's "personal attack" rule (part of the Fairness Doctrine),
one that the court had enforced against broadcasters in Red Lion. But in the



Miami Herald case, the Court rejected the argument as completely inconsistent
with the First Amendment right of newspapers to exercise editorial discretion in
deciding what to publish and what not to publish. The result left one rule for print
and another for broadcast - the most prominent illustration to date of the
different media, different-standards rule.

Now that print is becoming electronic, will it lose its preferred status? Certainly
not. There is far less need for a government-enforced right of reply regarding
digital communication than there is for print. There is no "scarcity" problem. You
can reply instantly without permission, and you don't have to worry about
economic or license barriers to entry. Your ability to respond, virtually free of
charge, makes it silly to think that government should strive for some kind of
"fairness" or balance in digital communication.

Whatever the merits of the Fairness Doctrine (it was abandoned by the FCC in
1987, though the Red Lion precedent

part. If all the Court meant to say is that the law must reflect the "differing
natures, values, abuses, and dangers" of each medium, that's fine - the unique
characteristics of computer-mediated communication favor greater freedom.

Not broadcast, not print Computer-mediated communication should have much
greater freedom than, for example, broadcast. Instead of being one-way - from a
broadcaster with a government license to a captive audience it's interactive and
from many to many. Its decentralization and user control are vastly different
from the monopolistic control of scarce frequencies by powerful broadcasters.

Nor is the medium "intrusive" in the sense that your kids might be surprised
and "assaulted" by hearing dirty words, such as when they scan radio stations.
(This is what led the Court, in the 1978 Pacific a decision, to uphold the FCC
prohibition of indecency" on the radio.) User control means you need to work at it
in a fairly sophisticated way to participate, and you have an incredible range of
choice about exposing yourself to communication. Parental control should not be
a thing of the past.

Of course, the fact that digital communication is cheap means anybody can
become a publisher. There's no built-in preference for speech by the rich and
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powerful - those who own printing presses, tons of newsprint, or broadcast
licenses - or for speech whose main appeal is to generate paid advertisements.
It's far more democratic even than print.

Unfortunately, the Supreme Court has repeated the new-media new-rules
statement in recent cases. In 1994, for example, the Court quoted the line from
the Red Lion decision in deciding a case Turner Broadcasting v. FCC) on
whether cable television operators could be
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required to carry local broadcast and public television channels. I hope the court,
when it gets its first digital communication case, does not woodenly recite the
same slogan.

The idea that there should be special First Amendment rules for new media
makes little sense. The basic principles of First Amendment jurisprudence apply
to all media. And, to the extent that digital communication is different - because
it is fast, cheap, interactive, and controlled by decentralized users - the
differences call for less regulation than traditional media, not more. The



application of the basic principles should reflect these characteristics of the new
technology.

New wine into old vessels So how would First Amendment principles established for
older media apply to digital communication? Check out the bedrock principles
already listed. They ought to resolve just about any restriction on digital
communication that you can imagine.

Yes, the new technology will present different kinds of issues. It has occurred
to many people that libel or "indecency" on the Internet presents novel problems,
and that hate speech and the invasion of privacy will have to be dealt with.
Cases involving the liability of access providers and bulletin board operators
already have appeared in the lower courts. And issues about anonymous speech
and encryption have been hotly debated, though not decided by the courts.

In my view, none of these problems requires alteration of any of the
fundamental First Amendment principles. Deciding cases involving these new
issues should be done the old-fashioned way: by looking to precedent, reasoning
by analogy, and considering the policy implications of ruling one way or another.

The most immediate example is the impending telecommunications law
prohibiting "obscene" or "indecent" speech on the Internet. Like it or not, this is a
Material that is so gross as to fall within the Supreme Court's strict definition of
obscenity, which is really hardcore material that has no artistic,
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political, or social value, is unprotected by the First Amendment regardless of the
medium in which it appears. So, for better or for worse, we have to accept that Congress
can make a law outlawing obscene speech on the Internet. To be sure, there are knotty
issues involving whose "community standards" are being used to judge obscenity when
an alleged dirty picture is uploaded in libertine San Francisco and downloaded in Logan,
Utah, by a recipient with no geographic address.

This is a rule that could profit by reexamination in light of the new manner of
communication. And maybe there should be a new, nongeographic definition of
"community" that prevents federal prosecution of, for example, those who wish to
discuss safe-sex options for preventing AIDS. But there's no basis for arguing either that
obscene speech is now legal because it's communicated by computer or that obscenity
must now be judged by the standards of the most prudish community a prosecutor can
find.

Indecent material - dirty words or pictures that the government can't prohibit adults
from seeing but can keep from children - is treated differently from obscene material.
The ban on "indecent" communications on the Internet is plainly invalid under the
recognized principles that forbid vague, overly broad, content-based restrictions
promoting interests that can be served by less restrictive means. The

will be "publishing all over the country and presumably saying false and defamatory
things about more people, and it won't be long before defamation cases work their way
up the court system. Since New York Times v. Sullivan in 1964, all libel cases are
governed, at least in part, by First Amendment rules. A public figure can't sue for an
innocent mistake but basically has to prove that the publisher deliberately lied. Whether
you are a public figure depends on whether you have ready access to the media to
combat an untruth published about you, and whether you inject yourself into a particular
controversy.

Well, if you are actively participating in a chat room or posting material on a bulletin
board, you probably ought to be considered a "limited purpose" public figure and you will
have to shrug off false - but not deliberately false - statements made about you in that
forum. And because it's within your power to respond to statements instantaneously and
to the very same audience that saw the falsehoods, any damages should be limited.
Digital libel ought to be harder, not easier, to prove.



But what about the system operator, the one who allows "indecent" or libelous speech
to be published on his or her system? The rule ought to be that the operator is not liable
as a "publisher" unless the operator actually knows that the system is
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being used for plainly unlawful speech. The operator cannot be a guarantor of the
accuracy of all posted information. He or she cannot reasonably be expected to monitor
all postings, to screen for possible torts or even dirty words. The analogy is to a
bookstore owner, not a magazine publisher.

Hate speech and harassment can be found on the Internet, just as they can be found
on college dormitory bulletin boards or over the telephone. They may
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wreck one's enjoyment of the digital conversation but they don't present any unique First
Amendment problems that can't be dealt with by the established principles. Again, we
have to remember that private regulation is not unconstitutional and there is no First
Amendment prohibition against expelling those whose speech is abusive or unwelcome
from your digital circle. If you want government to do it for you, you're asking that First
Amendment principles be diluted. Remember, we don't protect speech because it can
cause no harm but because we don't trust government to decide what expression is
acceptable in our discourse.

Fourth Amendment turf Do you have a First Amendment right to speak anonymously on the
Internet or to encrypt your communications? Many bits have already zoomed through
cyberspace discussing these questions, but there have been no definitive rulings by the
courts. In 1995, the Supreme Court decided that government may not insist that the
author of political speech identify herself in election leaflets. The court reminded us that
the authors of the Federalist Papers themselves used pseudonyms, and that much great
literature was written under noms de plume.

But what if some state legislature decided that anonymous digital communication
allowed wrongdoers to escape responsibility for unlawful speech too easily - and so
enacted a law requiring that every communication be "signed" by the person making it?
This would be an interesting case, but there's no doubt that the law would have to be
evaluated in light of the same old bedrock principles, especially the one prohibiting overly
broad regulation. A law that merely required the system operator to be able to trace
unlawful communications to their makers would be a less restrictive means of serving
the state interest, if there is a valid one.

As for encryption, I will duck the question, not simply because I don't begin to
understand the technological issues, but because it seems that this is primarily a Fourth
Amendment issue. The controversy is mostly about whether the government
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should have the means of intercepting or retrieving digital communications, or
whether people should be allowed to encrypt them so that the government
remains clueless.

The controversy, in Fourth Amendment terms, involves the circumstances in
which government may "search" or "seize" such

| communications. I realize that encryption advocates say they have a First
Amendment right to code their speech so that government can't hear it or find
it. I would only say that the issue should be resolved once again by applying
the old tried and true principles.

No new constitutional amendment needed Harvard Law School professor Laurence
Tribe has proposed a new constitutional amendment to ensure cyberspace
freedom. His amendment would supplement the First and Fourth amendments to
say: "This Constitution's protections for freedoms of speech, press, petition, and



assembly, and its protections against unreasonable searches and seizures and
the deprivation of life, liberty, or property without due process of law, shall be
construed as fully applicable without regard to the technological method or
medium through which information content is generated, stored, altered,
transmitted, or controlled."

Tribe's intent is to protect digital communication against constitutional assault
because it is a new and unruly medium.

by resorting to the basic principles already developed, I would not open the door
to the potential for mischief (such as an antiflag-burning amendment) that could
come from the amendment process. I would simply leave well enough alone.

Proponents of speech restrictions often have a plausible-sounding reason for
the restrictions: We need to protect our children from learning bad values or
seeing pornographic pictures; We need to protect our citizens' reputations or
privacy; We need to protect national security; We want the press to behave
responsibly and to give us the information we need to maintain a functioning
democracy. And so on.

All of these contentions can and should be dealt with by using existing First
Amendment principles. It does not matter that the speech in question is digital.
Indeed, to the extent that digital communication is different - fast, cheap,
interactive, and user-controlled - the differences point to less restriction on it
than on more traditional media. Those who want to restrict digital communication
should have, if anything, a much heavier burden of proof to justify restriction.

In the Miami Herald case on newspaper speech, former Chief Justice Burger
wrote: "A responsible press is an undoubtedly desirable goal, but press
responsibility is not mandated by the Constitution and, like many other virtues, it
cannot be legislated." In other words, speech that is required

Those who want to restrict digital communication

should have, if anything, a much heavier

burden of proof to justify restriction..

Tribe believes, as I do, that there should be no general rule that new media
demand different First Amendment standards. His main concern seems to
involve incursions on Fourth Amendment liberties.

I have no quarrel with Tribe's amendment. But I'm not at all convinced of its
necessity for First Amendment purposes. I believe that any tinkering with the Bill
of Rights is a perilous undertaking with an uncertain outcome. Since all
foreseeable First Amendment issues can be resolved

by government to be fair is not free. For my money, I'll take freedom over
government compelled responsibility in almost all cases, any time. And because
the Net is more democratic than even print, digital communication should point
the way to still greater freedom.

William Bennett Turner (wturner@rjoq .com) is a San Francisco lawyer who teaches
the First Amendment aud the Press at the University of California at Berkeley.


